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One result of the 4th RTD Framework project ESCAPE is the handbook concerning
Methodological Guidelines for Evaluating Police Enforcement Projects by Gelau, Fischer and
Pfeiffer. The Paper "Evaluating Enforcement" summarises findings of our work during these
projects and combines them with experiences from practical work in the field of transport
safety.

Non-compliance with traffic regulations is known to be a major contributing factor to traffic
accident risk. It is generally accepted that police enforcement is an important tool for
assuring and increasing traffic safety. To empirically verify the effectiveness of specific
enforcement measures usually enforcement projects are performed which need to be
evaluated. This Paper provides a summary description and validation of research methods
usually applied when performing evaluation studies on enforcement projects. It relies on
research literature as well as on own practical experiences.

Main emphasis is put on the areas of speed (automatic and conventional enforcement) and
enforcement of alcohol-impaired driving; although the general scope of applications may be
broader.

SELECTION OF INDICATORS
There exists a wide range of possible indicators illustrating the relationship between police
enforcement and road safety (see Gelau, Gitelman, Hagenzieker et al., 1999 for a review).
These indicators can be categorised as follows:

• indicators of enforcement activity,

• indicators of drivers’ attitudes,

• indicators of drivers’ behaviour,

• accident indicators.
In terms of research design indicators of enforcement activity are necessary to describe the
treatment variable or independent variable whereas indicators of the other three categories
represent the dependent variables or are recorded to measure the outcomes of enforcement
activities. Within the following sections we summarise and recommend indicators according
to these four categories. This paragraph ends with some general considerations on the
selection of “the best” type of indicator.
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Indicators for the measurement of surveillance intensity

Surveillance intensity deals with the treatment variable; i.e., a criterion which is expected to
have an impact on the accident level as well as on drivers’ attitudes and behaviour. The
indicators suggested here serve, therefore, as a description of the extent of enforcement.
Generally speaking, we recommend indicators that focus on instruments or personnel
involvement for the duration of the project. We do not recommend the use of the number of
citations because this indicator is inevitably confounded with traffic participants’ behaviour.
Specifically, we recommend the following indicators, which have to be linked with relevant
reference value as denominator (e.g. per km, per inhabitant) to become meaningful:

• Automatic speed enforcement
number of cameras
number of camera working hours

• Conventional speed enforcement
number of instruments
number of hours instruments were used
number of hours personnel worked

• Alcohol
number of drivers stopped
number of breath tests
number of hours personnel worked
number and duration of large-scale controls

Indicators for the measurement of drivers’ attitudes

Indicators for the measurement of attitudes can be limited to minor but especially important
information that must be collected in appropriate surveys. The criteria are as follows:
• subjective probability of discovery in case of infringement (low - high)

• perceived control intensity (low – high)

• attitude towards infringement (negative – positive)

• acceptance of enforcement activities (low – high)

These four indicators must be adjusted according to the specific objectives of each study,
i.e., the surveillance activity or the controlled offence.

Indicators for the measurement of drivers’ behavior

Traffic participants’ behaviour can be measured either by surveys (self-reported behaviour)
or by observations. In case of behaviour observations, a problem arises when using a
research design with an experimental and a control group, since appropriate measurements
must also be made in the control group or area which actually should not be sanctioned,
since no differences would exist between the two groups with respect to enforcement
intensity. With respect to the enforcement area speed, this can be done in the form of hidden
speeding measurements. In the case of alcohol-impaired driving the problem arises that the
car must be stopped in order to establish alcohol intoxication, which might cause unintended
enforcement effects in the control group. However, if there is a long-term intensified
enforcement of alcohol-impaired driving in the experimental group, differences between
experimental and control group concerning effects of measurement should be negligible at
least during the phase before and after the treatment.
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We recommend the following indicators for behaviour:

• Speed enforcement (automatic and conventional)
proportion of vehicles that exceed speed limitations
proportion of vehicles that exceed the speed limitation by more than 20 km/h or proportion of
vehicles that exceed speed limitation by more than 10 percent
self-reported degree of compliance with speed limits
proportion of vehicles that reduce speed at the control site (only useful if there is a pre/post
comparison)

• Alcohol
proportion of drivers exceeding alcohol limit among all drivers stopped
self-reported degree of compliance (alcohol limit)

Accident indicators

Absolute accident numbers (frequency count), degree of accident risks (for example,
accidents per 1 million vehicle kilometres) as well as ratio and proportion numbers can be
applied as indicators of accident events. With respect to the evaluation of time- and space-
limited enforcement projects, it seems sufficient to apply the absolute accident frequency, but
this also depends on the underlying research design. Thus, for a simple with/without
comparison, for example, only the ratio or proportion numbers can be reasonably interpreted.
These can also be derived from the absolute numbers. Moreover, it can be advisable to only
take into consideration accidents with personal injuries because in case of accidents without
personal injuries, the number of unreported cases can bias the results. Indeed, when
applying this procedure a smaller data base is available and this reduces the probability of
detecting an effect. On the other hand including only accidents with personal injuries seems
justified if one cannot exclude systematic differences in underreporting between conditions.

We recommend the following accident indicators:

• Speed enforcement (automatic and conventional)
number of accidents (with personal injuries) caused by speeding, broken down by accident
severity (accident with slight injuries, accident with severe injuries, fatal accident)
proportion of accidents (with personal injuries) caused by speeding among all accidents caused
by speeding
proportion of fatal accidents (caused by speeding) among all accidents caused by speeding (with
personal injuries)

• Alcohol
number of accidents (with personal injuries) caused by alcohol-impaired driving, broken down by
accident severity (accident with slight injuries, accident with severe injuries, fatal accident)
proportion of fatal accidents (caused by alcohol) among all accidents caused by alcohol (with
personal injuries)

In evaluating the proportional values, the number of fatal accidents can be replaced by the
sum of accidents with severe injuries and fatalities. Furthermore, in addition to the number of
accidents, it is also possible to take the number of injured and killed persons into account.

RESEARCH DESIGN
Basically, one distinguishes between experimental and non-experimental designs (for
example, retrospective observational studies). Since true experimental designs are hardly
feasible in practice it is irrevocable to apply at least quasi-experimental designs. Hereby, one
can distinguish between the following basic variants (c.f. Brühning & Ernst, 1987):
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• with/without comparison (1 experimental group or area as well as 1 control group or area at one
point in time)

• pre-/post-comparison (1 experimental group or area before and after the introduction of the
measure; possibly more post measurements)

• pre-/post-comparison with control group(s) (1 experimental group or area before and after the
introduction of the measure; 1 or more control groups or areas at the same points in time, but
without introduction of the measure)

• pre-/post - with/without comparison (1 experimental group or area without of the measure during
the first period and implementation of the measure during the second period, 1 control group or
area with implementation of the measure during the first period and withdrawal of the measure
during the second period)

In addition to the above-mentioned basic variants, many other designs are possible (for
example, time series analysis with and without control group; investigations with multiple and
repetitious application of the measure). As a minimum requirement for the evaluation of time-
and space-limited enforcement projects, one should consider a pre-/post-investigation with
control group. For methodological reasons, however, a pre-/post - with/without design would
be preferable, because here, sources of danger to the validity of the results can be better
controlled than in a pre-/post-comparison with control group. Furthermore, in a pre-post -
with/without design, it is possible to gain information about the permanence of a surveillance
measure, i.e., whether the effects of a measure survive over time or disappear after its
removal. The disadvantage of this procedure lies in the fact that it requires a longer period of
investigation because the measure must already be introduced for a sufficiently long time in
the pre-time frame of the control area.

In the case of surveys and applying a research design in form of a pre-/post-comparison, it
has to be clarified whether for each survey a new sample is necessary, or whether the same
persons are interviewed in the form of a panel. A precondition for the panel procedure is, of
course, that the addresses or the phone numbers of the interviewees are known (problem of
retrievability; this prerequisite, for example, does not apply to roadside-surveys). The
advantage of a panel design lies in the fact that random errors resulting from renewed
sampling from one wave of investigation to the next are avoided. These have to be
compensated by increased sample size when applying renewed sampling. Disadvantages of
a panel design lie to some extent in the fact that not all interviewees from the first
investigation are also available for an interview after further investigation (“panel mortality”).
In addition, it is possible that interviewees in a later investigation recall their answers from the
first investigation. This can also evoke biases (“re-interview-bias”). These biases diminish
with increasing time difference between the investigations, whereas the problem of panel
mortality increases simultaneously. We recommend avoiding the panel design in case of
short intervals between repeating interviews with the same sample.

DATA COLLECTION
The decision for adequate techniques and procedures for data collection depends on the
object of investigation, the scope of investigation, and of course, the availability of resources.
The most important procedures of data collection will be briefly discussed (c.f., for example,
Richardson, Ampt & Meyburg, 1995 for details):

Documentary analyses: here, data of already existing, published or unpublished materials,
such as accident statistics, are gathered.

Observational surveys: under the rubric of observational surveys, countings and
measurements linked, as in this case, to police enforcement, can be collected (for example,
speed measurement or counting of vehicles under investigation).
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Household self-completion surveys: Unlike documentary analyses and observational
surveys, household self-completion surveys (as well as the procedures mentioned below),
require the active collaboration of the target group. These surveys represent a rather
inexpensive form of data collection. The questionnaire to be filled out by the interviewees can
either be mailed or delivered in person. Interviewees are asked to complete the
questionnaire and to return it by mail (postage paid). It is, however, also possible to hand
over the questionnaire directly to the interviewee, and pick it up after a some time. Self-
completion surveys set high standards with respect to the design and wording of the
questions. A main disadvantage of this procedure lies in the fact that the interviewee must
complete the questionnaire all by him/herself; that is, prospective difficulties cannot be
discussed. One can also not guarantee whether the questionnaire is actually completed by
the person targeted or by another member of the household, or even in co-operation with a
number of persons.

Telephone surveys: These offer the opportunity of collecting survey data in a short amount of
time and with relatively little effort. The disadvantage of this method lies in the fact that only
data of people with a phone connection can be collected; this might cause problems in terms
of sampling biases.

Intercept surveys: These refer to interviewing people outside their home while interrupting
some daily routine activities (such as e.g. waiting for the bus). If the targeted group are car
drivers, the roadside-survey is taken into consideration. Here, questionnaires are distributed
to the car drivers (for example, at a traffic light) with the request to return the questionnaire
by mail, or the interview will be conducted immediately, on the spot. The latter requires that
car drivers be stopped specifically in order to conduct the survey, thus, only brief
questionnaires should be used.

Household personal interview surveys: For this procedure, interviewees are questioned at
home by trained interviewers. Based on a high involvement of personnel, this procedure is
relatively expensive. Its advantages are that the interview situation can be well controlled and
that prospective difficulties and questions while answering the survey can be solved.
Personal characteristics of the interviewer, however, might influence the way the interviewee
responds.

Group discussions; in-depths interviews: These are qualitative methods of data collection;
they are based on more or less free conversation with the interviewee. Because of the
elaborate research analysis for the generated conversation protocols, these methods are not
recommended for the topics under discussion.

Collection of accident data

Generally, accident data can be collected by documentary searches or countings. The most
simple way is to refer to statistics, as long as records of road accidents for the selected area
or section are kept. If this is not the case, one has to refer back to the notifications of
accidents. In the course of an enforcement project, it is possible to do a simple counting of
relevant accidents. Hereby it is important to take into consideration the severity of the
accident (light injuries, severe injuries, casualties.)

Collection of Data on Attitudes and Behavior

With respect to surveys on behaviour - here the self-reported degree of compliance with
traffic regulations is of interest - roadside-surveys and telephone surveys are taken into
consideration. If single road sections or specific segments of sections are the object of an
enforcement project, as might mainly be the case in the realm of automatic speed
enforcement, then data collection can be done in the form of roadside-surveys. Here, the
possibility exists of comparing drivers’ behaviour as observed with self-reported behaviour.
One should not question only car drivers who have been stopped for speeding.
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If, however, enforcement activities are linked to demarcated areas, telephone surveys are
more appropriate. This requires, however, that telephone numbers can be clearly linked to
the home of the interviewee (investigation area or control area). If this is not the case,
household surveys must be used.

The drivers’ attitudes towards enforcement can be recorded together with the self-reported
behaviour within the same questionnaire (roadside or household survey).

Number of surveys and time interval between surveys

With reference to surveys, one should perform one survey on behaviour and attitudes per
investigated area (experimental and control area, or experimental section and control
section) and in each phase of the project (before and after the implementation of the
measure). For a pre-/post- with/without-design one would have to perform a total of four
surveys. If a pre-/post-design with control group is being applied, it is advisable to not only
survey in the test area before and during the introduction of the measure but also after
completion of the enforcement measure. Should more control areas be included in the
investigation, then a survey must be performed per control area (or per control section) as
well as in a pre- and post-time interval.

The pre-surveys can be done around the middle of the pre-period; the repeated surveys
should be done towards the end of the post-period, that is to say, right before the completion
of the enforcement measure.

SAMPLE DESIGN

Selection of investigation areas and time intervals

The basic criterion for the selection of the test and control area is its comparability with
respect to traffic, population and workplace structure. If the enforcement activity refers to a
single section or segments of a section (for example, in the case of automatic speed
surveillance on a particular road), one also has to pay attention to comparability with regard
to traffic and road type of the test and control sections. Test and control areas should be
clearly separated from each other in their geographic dimensions because the measures
could also affect areas bordering on the test area. Numbers of accidents in the selected
areas1 should also not differ greatly.

In selecting a test area, special care has to be taken if areas with remarkably high numbers
of accidents are chosen which, of course, in practice should often be the case. If one takes,
for example, different segments of a section into consideration, one can compute the mean
value of the accident frequency. Individual segments will deviate more or less from the mean.
The more the number of accidents exceeds the mean of the pre-time interval, the larger the
probability is that it will carry a smaller value in the post-time interval under otherwise similar
conditions. From this follows that in areas with an especially high frequency of accidents in
the pre-time interval, on the average there will be a reduced number of accidents in the post-
time interval, even in the absence of any measures (the so-called “regression-to-the-mean-
effect”). A quantitative evaluation of the effectiveness of a measure in the test areas that
were chosen because of their significant number of accidents leads, therefore, to biased
results (see Brühning & Ernst, 1987; Hauer, 1980).

                                               
1 Strictly speaking and according to the principles of experimental design, one should require
that the decision as to which of the two areas will serve as the test area and which as the
control area should be made randomly (so-called randomisation).
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In reference to the time intervals of investigation (as well as the size of areas), they should
be oriented with respect to the number of accidents that can be expected. Road safety
measures often allow only for relatively small effects on accidents.

When evaluating, one should:
• keep the probability (α) low that an actually non-existing measure effect is erroneously categorised

as existing (so-called type I error) and, at the same time,

• detect an actually existing measure effect with sufficiently high probability (1-ß) (avoidance of so-
called type II error) (Cohen, 1988).

Often only precautions are taken to control the type I error. For police enforcement activities,
however, this error is only of minor importance. When police enforcement activities take
place, although they do not add to the improvement of road safety, they should not - aside
from the expenses - have any negative effects. If, however, as the results of a type II error,
one avoids police enforcement although it would improve road safety, this is more serious:
potentials that could avoid damage and personal injuries are not being utilised.

One can compute for given values of α and of 1-ß the required sample size n (here, the
number of accidents to be collected for the test and control area during the pre- and post-
interval). It is worth mentioning that for a specific statistical test this required sample size is,
under otherwise equal conditions, larger,
• the smaller the actual measure effect is, about which one could, of course, only speculate before

the test began

• the higher the desired probability of avoiding a type II error (common value: 1-ß=0.8)

• the smaller the accepted probability of a type I error  (common value: α= 0.05).

One can assume that with equal pre- and post-time intervals, the number of expected
accidents (not the actual ones) in the control area is distributed in a 50:50 ratio over the pre-
and post-time period. Let us work with a measure effect that shifts the above-mentioned ratio
to at least 60:40; we would like to discover with a probability of 80 % and the type I error
should stay at 5 %. Under these conditions, we would have to record about 320 accidents
per test and control area (Hautzinger, 1985, p. 134). We would have to record even more
accidents in order to insure statistically smaller measure effects at the same statistical power
and type I error.

Statistically speaking, a minimum of about 300 accidents per test and control area during the
whole pre- and post-time interval seems an appropriate requirement for the research design.
Size of the area and length of the investigation time intervals should be chosen in such a way
that 150 accidents per pre- and post-time interval can be expected in the control area. The
test area for the pre-time interval should also offer a minimum of 150, better yet, a larger
sample size so that in case of an effective measure effect, one can capture at least 300
incidents in the test area for the pre-and post-time intervals.

These statistical requirements can be rather high, for example, when the indicator “number of
accidents and accident cause alcohol” is used. In order to achieve the numbers necessary,
one might have to investigate very large areas and over long time intervals. This, however,
cannot be avoided if one would like to conduct an evaluation project whose probability for a
false conclusion should not be too high.

With respect to data analysis and interpretation of results one should also take into
consideration whether special changes of the given conditions during the whole time of
investigation have occurred, and whether these might have impacted the results. Such
incidents must be documented in conjunction with the data collection.
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Selection of investigation personnel for surveying

After test and control areas and investigation time intervals have been selected, one has to
identify per area and per time interval indicators of effectiveness such as number of
accidents, drivers’ attitudes and behaviour. That is to say, samples of interviewees must be
selected for the attitude and self-reporting behaviour surveys (Cochran, 1977; Foreman
1991)

If the enforcement project refers to a given spatial area (test and control area such as city
districts), inhabitants of the area can serve as the target population (“Inländer-concept”). If,
however, selected sections are the subject of the investigation, the population from which the
sample is drawn consists of the total number of car drivers who pass through this section
during the time of the investigation (“Inlands-concept” = domestic-concept). Selection
procedures for both cases must be applied in such a way that they allow for representative
samples of car drivers.

In the case of demarcated areas as the area of investigation, it is possible to select a sample
of the population based on the official registration of inhabitants. This can take place in the
form of random sampling including systematic selection starting with a random number. If, for
example, applying the latter procedure to an area with 50,000 inhabitants, 500 should be
selected, every 100th person could be chosen. If no official data are available or cannot be
selected for a selected area, it is also possible to use the telephone book as a sampling
frame.

An alternative sampling method frequently used for personal household surveys is the
random-route-procedure. Here, addresses are chosen based on the instructions of how to
access the area. Samples selected by telephone book or random-route are problematic
because they select on the household level. That is, one also has to identify one specific
person in the household. One simple solution is the “last-birthday-method”: The interviewee
will be that person with the most recent birthday.

All the above-mentioned procedures have in common that the resulting samples may include
persons who do not have a driving license or never drive. Telephone and personal
household surveys need, therefore, a “screening”, i.e., the interview will only be conducted if
the answer to the question of whether the person drives at least sometimes in the area under
investigation is “yes”.

In case of a roadside-survey, a time sampling procedure can be applied: One divides the
total time period of the survey in m non-overlapping time intervals and then chooses a certain
number of intervals. Within the selected intervals, the actual interviewees are chosen. The
number of persons to be interviewed per interval is derived from the total number of drivers
to be interviewed and the number of selected time intervals. The number of interviews to be
conducted per time interval, however, should not be equally distributed in the intervals but
rather be linked to traffic density. Repeated surveying of persons should be avoided within
one investigation.

With respect to sample size, it is generally rather difficult to provide a standard of minimum
values. This is especially the case for a research design of a pre-/post-comparison with
control group because the data analysis overlaps the realm of variance analysis (two-way
classification with the factors area and time interval, e.g. Bock, 1998).

If one considers only the test area before and after the introduction of a measure and ignores
the control area, a simple pre-and post-comparison is possible. If one investigates, for
example, the self-reported degree of compliance with speed limitations, one gets the
following design:
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time interval Compliance Number of
no yes Persons

Pre n1·-a1 a1 n1·

Post n2·-a2 a2 n2·

number of persons n-a a n

For testing the null hypothesis “no increase in degrees of compliance” versus the alternative
hypothesis “increase in degrees of compliance" (one-sided test) at a level of significance of
5 % and a power of statistical test 1-ß of 80 % the following sample sizes for pre- and post-
time intervals are required:

detectable Degree of compliance before2) (in %)
effect size1) in % 10 20 30 40 50

Required sample size n1· = n2·

10 173 249 302 321 321
20 56 73 84 85 84
30 30 36 41 41 36
40 19 23 23 23 19
50 13 15 15 13 -
60 10 10 10 - -

1) degree of compliance after  minus degree of compliance before
2) if the pre degree of compliance is larger than 50 %, then one considers the degree of non-

compliance (before and after)

For example, if an enforcement measure is considered as “effective” if the degree of
compliance increases by at least 20 percent points (so-called “detectable effect size”) and
one assumes the degree of compliance before the introduction of the measure to be 40 %,
then 85 persons must be interviewed per pre-and post-testing. It is disputable which
minimum difference is relevant and should be identified from the perspective of road safety
work. The smaller the difference defining “measure success” is, the larger the number of
interviewees must be.

Based on these premises, we recommend to perform an evaluation study only with at least
100 persons per group. Applied to a pre-/post-design with control group, a total of 400
persons must be interviewed.

DATA ANALYSIS
If a pre-/post-design with control group is applied for the evaluation of an enforcement
project, the data structure results, as represented in a two-by-two table:

Pre post sum

Test area/ -group n11 n12 n1·

Control area/ -group n21 n22 n2·

Sum n·1 n·2 n

The case presented here shows absolute frequencies in the cells of the table; for example,
number of accidents that are labelled nij (i,j=1,2). In case of survey data or results of
measurements/counts, the numbers in the cells can also include the means or share values.
Changes of given indicators over time can be directly read from the table. Important is,
whether possibly noticed differences are random or can be attributed to the enforcement
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measure (treatment). The answer to this question, as mentioned above, is given by testing
levels of significance (Siegel, 1956).

Analysis of accident data

In the case of absolute accident frequency, the likelihood-ratio-test is an appropriate and
relatively simple procedure for the testing of statistical significance. The logic of the test
consists of a comparison of the actual, empirically collected accident frequency in the four
cells of the table with the expected theoretical frequency under the assumption of
independence of the two criteria (area and time of investigation). Estimates of the expected
theoretical cell values are computed using the empirical marginal frequencies of the table.
The test statistic t of this test looks like:

[ ]( )nnnnnt jiij
j

ij
i

/lnln2 ..−= ∑∑

Under the null hypothesis of independence t has a χ2 (chi-square) distribution with one
degree of freedom in the case of a two-by-two table. If the value of this measure goes
beyond a certain critical value, the result can be viewed as significant. The critical value is
based on the level of significance, i.e. the probability of the type I error that one is willing to
accept: the higher the level of significance, i.e. smaller type I error, the larger is the critical
value to be exceeded.

It is important to note that the level of significance should be determined before the data
analysis.

Analysis of attitudes and self-reported behavior

A common procedure for the analysis of quasi-experimental survey data is the analysis of
variance, and can be conducted with some table calculation programs. This procedure tests
whether the mean values of a criterion (the so-called dependent variable; here, for example,
it would be the probability of discovery or the self-reported degree of compliance with the
speed or alcohol limits) differs significantly in different groups of persons (independent
variable; here, experimental and control group and pre/post). In particular, the procedure
tests:
• whether there is a difference between the means in the treatment and control groups (independent

of the project period)

• whether the means shows a difference in the pre- and post-time (independent of the group
affiliation) and

• whether the means differs with respect to the combination of group affiliation and time

One can speak of a measure effect when the last-mentioned effect, i.e., the so-called
interaction effect of group and time, proves significant.

If the data are collected by means of a panel, i.e., the same persons in each group are
interviewed in a pre- and post-time interval, the level of significance can be determined by
the simple t-test. Here, one has to compute for each interviewee the difference between the
pre- and post-value. Based on the t-test, one can examine whether the mean difference of
the experimental group differs significantly from the mean difference of the control group.

Analysis of observational data

In this case, the data analysis deals with proportions, e.g., the number of drivers who drive
too fast among all drivers observed or the number of alcohol-impaired drivers among all
drivers stopped. Absolute numbers of the drivers who infringe upon the rules and regulations
cannot reasonably be used for data analysis, because this depends on the intensity of
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enforcement. This would only be possible if the same number of drivers per area and time
interval were investigated. Then, however, the intensity of enforcement would not differ, and
this is actually what is under investigation. Otherwise, one can do this in the realm of speed
surveillance, provided that an equal number of drivers is investigated in the experimental
area as well as in the control area. The only difference hereby is that measurements in the
control area are hidden and infringements may not be sanctioned. In this case, the absolute
numbers of speeding drivers can be used and analysed using the likelihood-ratio-test
described above.

This procedure cannot be applied to the realm of alcohol surveillance because here, no
hidden measures are possible, instead, the proportions have to be analysed. Because a third
criterion (compliance/ non-compliance) is added to the affiliation of treatment group and
control group and time of investigation (pre/post), more complex statistical procedures such
as logit-models are necessary for the analysis. They cannot be easily computed by hand, but
require specific statistics programs. Logic and interpretation of such logit-models are not
much different from those for the analysis of variance, but here, proportions and not the
mean values are modelled as a function of group affiliation and time interval. Much like for
the analysis of variance, one can speak of a measurement effect if the interaction effect of
the two independent criteria (group and period of investigation) is proven to be statistically
significant.
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